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Summary
Realizing the primary objective of establishing the Company – in 1910
established the Commission for the Study of household’s Southwestern region. The
main aim of the Commission was the study of farming areas and farms «potato
direction» around Kyiv and factories that produce food products potato spirit. The
motivation of the Commission for agronomic and economic research was the fact that
the potato sector is relatively little known in the specialist literature, while beet farms
are dozens of types covered materials. The study of potato farm Woodlands, justified
by the fact that these areas have been deprived of all agronomic and economic
research as claimed Delegates - is «terra incognita». Іn his research work, the
Commission used different methods: questioning, examination on the spot survey of
local hosts. This approach to the implementation of tasks given the opportunity to
fully consider and study agricultural facilities.

Kiev Agronomic Company was engaged in scientific activities within its nine
sections, which proves the existence of the work and achievements of the
Commission to study the economy of Southwest region. CAT published a special
issue of revealing all the work of the Commission to study the economy of Southwest
region – «Proceedings Committee of Study on farms Zapadnaho South-edge». The
first issue of «labor» was released in spring 1912 on its pages scientists, agronomists
covering their findings and problems they faced during the study farms Kyiv, Volyn
and Podolsk provinces.
By 1917 Kiev Agronomic Company issued five special editions of the work of
the Commission, which initially led A. I. Yaroshevich and then – A. F Nesterov. By
the Commission during its existence were: A. P. Zaporozhenko, V. Kolkunov, A. I.
Zaporozhenko, O. K. Filipovskyy, I. G. Chernish, V. I. Lyaube. The results of the
research activities of the Commission published in the periodical «economy» of these
items could be read by scientists, agronomists, people involved in agriculture.
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